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Abstract
Cultivated soybean has low genetic diversity due to a strong domestication
bottleneck and selection in modern breeding. This lack of diversity limits the
identification of genetic loci responsible for traits of interest to breeders.
However, recent advancements in genotyping have resulted in an influx of
genomic resources for soybean germplasm around the globe. In this thesis, the
high-throughput SoySNP50K Chip genotyping of USDA Soybean Germplasm
Collection was used to evaluate wild and cultivated soybean accessions for
within-accession variation. Intervals of heterogeneity were found in 4% of the
collection, representing 870 accessions (Supplemental Table S1.1). The
SoySNP50K dataset was also used to compare genotype identity with a dataset
of 106 resequenced soybean genomes. Although 78% unambiguous matches
were found, some discrepancies in identity were detected. These analyses can
be used to harness unutilized standing variation and maintain consistency across
datasets to innovate and streamline international efforts for soybean
improvement.
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Introduction
For most of history, the concept of heredity and variation of inherited traits in all
organisms was limited to observing the traits of individuals with no knowledge or
record of the molecular instructions from which they were encoded and passed
across generations. In agriculture, these observations were the only basis for
breeding and selection from paleolithic times through the beginning of the 20th
century. Advances in scientific plant breeding techniques such as hybrid
development resulted in dramatic yield increases and the Green Revolution in
the first half of the 20th century. However, the lack of knowledge underlying the
mechanisms of heredity remained a limiting factor to crop improvement.

Decades later, these instructions for heritable traits were found to be genes
encoded within strands of DNA. From this discovery and subsequent
characterizations of DNA structure, the need for nucleic acid sequencing arose to
further delineate the molecular mechanisms of heredity. These efforts sparked
the genomics era of the 1970s, catalyzed by the invention of Sanger sequencing
(Sanger et al., 1977). Sanger-based sequencing was the platform used to
develop the first genome sequencing projects, including humans and the first
plant genome Arabidopsis thaliana (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000), as
well as important crops species such as rice (Matsumoto et al., 2005), and
soybean (Schmutz et al., 2010).

Over the last several years, DNA sequencing technology has rapidly advanced in
sophistication, throughput, and quality while simultaneously decreasing in cost.
These advances in genomics have resulted in tremendous amounts of data
unable to be handled manually. Thus, the field of bioinformatics has developed
alongside genomics to improve collection and analysis of these large and
complex datasets. New challenges are constantly arising to process and interpret
data in an accurate and valuable way.
1

The development of genomics and bioinformatics has enabled new questions to
be answered for plant genetics and breeding. These approaches help resolve the
composition of plant genomes, as well as provide the capacity to determine the
molecular genetic basis of traits that are useful to breeders. Whole genome
resequencing has enabled the development of genotyping resources for soybean
such as the SoySNP50K Chip (Song et al., 2013) which has been used to
genotype over 20,000 diverse soybean accessions from the USDA Soybean
Germplasm Collection (Song et al., 2015). This SNP-chip resource, along with
other soybean resequencing efforts, provides unprecedented resolution of
soybean germplasm diversity, enabling new insights into what was thought to be
a collection of highly inbred, low diversity cultivars. However, in order to glean
such insights, the genomic information must be analyzed to ensure that the
genomic data accurately reflects the genotype within accessions and across
collections.

This thesis aims to develop bioinformatic tools which can better characterize,
compare, and unify high-throughput soybean genomic resources for better
representation of its diversity and consistency across datasets and international
collections. There is now a large influx of genomic data generated every year for
important crop species like soybean. Bioinformatics can be used to compile
soybean accession datasets, discover valuable diversity, and ultimately
democratize the accessibility and utility of soybean germplasm resources.

2

Chapter 1 - Rapid NIL development through identification of
genetic heterogeneity within accessions in the USDA
Soybean Germplasm Collection

3

Chapter Summary
Soybean is a valuable crop for the United States and the rest of the world. The
genetic diversity of cultivated soybean is narrow due to a strong domestication
bottleneck and intense selection in modern breeding. This narrow genetic base
limits the identification of genetic loci responsible for traits of interest to breeders.
A major approach to identify the genomic basis of desirable traits is through nearisogenic lines (NILs). While NILs are a fruitful approach for trait mapping and
characterization, creating such lines are costly and time-consuming. Thus, other
resources and techniques for NIL development have arisen for trait mapping and
validation alongside rapidly evolving genomic tools. NILs are now often derived
from heterogeneous inbred families (HIFs) instead of repeated backcrossing,
allowing for faster, cheaper development, as well as QTL mapping of more
complex phenotypes with molecular markers. Despite the long-held assumption
that elite varieties are highly homogeneous, within-accession variation has been
observed in elite germplasm of various crop species, including the soybean
reference cultivar ‘Williams 82’. However, the investigation of within-accession
heterogeneity has been limited to select cultivars and has not been evaluated on
a germplasm-wide scale. The USDA Soybean Germplasm Collection, containing
over 20,000 wild and cultivated soybean accessions, has been recently
genotyped with over 42,000 single nucleotide polymorphism markers. In this
study, this SoySNP50K genotyping data was used to develop a pipeline for
detecting genetic heterogeneity within accessions throughout the entire Soybean
Germplasm Collection. Accessions in the collection with detected heterogeneity
in a genomic region of interest could be used as HIFs for rapid NIL development
for virtually any region of the genome. This heterogenous accession and interval
detection can be a valuable new tool for trait mapping and gene validation to
uncover untapped variation and advance efforts in soybean breeding.
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Background
Soybean (Glycine max) is a highly nutritious and valuable crop for the United
States and the rest of the world. The genetic diversity of cultivated soybean is
narrow due to the limited subset of wild progenitors from which it was
domesticated, along with the intense selection of modern breeding. This narrow
genetic base limits the identification of genetic loci and genes responsible for
traits of interest to breeders.

A major approach used in soybean and other crop research to identify the
genomic basis of desirable traits is through near-isogenic lines (NILs).
Traditionally, NILs are derived from the biparental cross of a donor parent (often
a less agronomically desirable accession) containing a trait of interest into a
recurrent parent (often a cultivar). After several generations of repeated
backcrossing of the desirable/interesting trait or markers into the recurrent
parent, the vast majority of the genomic sequence in the progeny will be derived
from the recurrent parent, with a small genomic segment from the donor parent
that contains the sequence responsible for the trait of interest. Since these
progeny are near-isogenic to the recurrent parent, phenotypic differences in this
pair of lines can be used to map and characterize the trait of interest in an
otherwise uniform genetic background.

While NILs are useful for trait mapping and characterization, creating such lines
is costly and time-consuming, particularly in self-pollinating species. Bernard et
al. (1991) spent multiple decades creating the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) Soybean Isoline Collection, a public collection of NILs and
mutants that display phenotypic differences for a variety of traits. This resource
was made more accessible for mapping with the development of molecular
markers (Muehlbauer et al., 1989; Muehlbauer et al., 1991). With the rapid
advances in genotyping technology in the last two decades, the usage of NILs for
5

mapping genetic introgressions has become increasingly more efficient and
informative. NILs from the USDA Soybean Isoline Collection have been
successfully used in a variety of applications, such as genetic fine-mapping,
genomic physical/structural mapping, and validating trait-loci associations.

Peiffer et al. (2012) demonstrated the use of a specific NIL to fine-map an iron
deficiency chlorosis quantitative trait locus (QTL) in soybean. They enhanced the
utility of a previously generated BC6-derived NIL (PI 547430) from the USDA
Soybean Isoline Collection by generating a new recombinant population for finemapping. This population was created by performing an additional backcross of
PI 547430, an iron-inefficient NIL, with its iron efficient recurrent parent cultivar
‘Clark’ and screening the resulting BC7 plants with markers to confirm
heterozygosity in the introgressed QTL region. The BC7F2 plants with identified
recombinations within the introgression region were then selected for genotyping
to fine-map an iron deficiency chlorosis locus. This deeper level of fine-mapping
allowed for an iron deficiency chlorosis candidate gene identification (Peiffer et
al., 2012).

Severin et al. (2010) demonstrated the use of next-generation sequencing with
RNA-Seq as a complementary strategy to other genomic mapping approaches to
identify NIL introgression boundaries. This RNA-Seq approach also helped
uncover a more complete view of introgression differences between NILs paired
with their recurrent parent, for example, Clark and its iron-inefficient NIL PI
547430, which was also used in Peiffer et al. (2012). Stec et al. (2013) not only
used comparative genomic hybridization to further resolve soybean NIL
introgression boundaries, but also detected genetic heterogeneity of
introgressions among individuals of PI 547430, leading to the identification of
seven distinct PI 547430 sub-lines.

6

More recently, NILs from the USDA Soybean Isoline Collection were used to
validate a candidate gene controlling soybean trichome development (Campbell
et al., 2016). A trichome mutant was identified from a mutant population and
mapped using a combination of comparative genomic hybridization and whole
genome sequencing-based bulked segregant analysis. Five previously
developed NILs with a matching abnormal trichome phenotype (Bernard et al.,
1991) were then genotyped with a high-density single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) array and were used to validate the mapped interval that contained the
trichome development gene. The candidate gene was then sequenced in these
NILs and the causative polymorphism was identified as a frameshift and
premature stop codon in an exon of the gene (Campbell et al., 2016).

While the USDA Soybean Isoline Collection has been a valuable resource to the
soybean community, there have also been alternative methods demonstrated for
developing NILs in self-pollinating plant species. Most notably, Tuinstra, Ejeta, &
Goldsbrough (1997) demonstrated a heterogeneous inbred family (HIF)-derived
method for developing NILs in sorghum. This method involved identifying
remnant heterozygosity in an advanced recombinant inbred line (RIL) and
screening the progeny of that RIL for individuals that differentially fix the
heterogenous locus/loci. Any two lines that differentially fix a locus in these
advanced generations are NILs with nearly identical genetic backgrounds and
differences at the segregating locus. Tuinstra, Ejeta, & Goldsbrough (1997)
demonstrated that such NILs could be used to quantify and validate significant
QTL identified in a RIL population. This approach also greatly simplified NIL
development by decreasing time and labor compared to traditional repeatedbackcross approaches.

Coincidently, breeding schemes in self-pollinating plant species are oftentimes
structured to develop and release cultivars that effectively act as HIF-derived
NILs. While it is often assumed that elite cultivars/varieties are highly
7

homogeneous, within-accession variation has continued to be observed in elite
germplasm of various crop species (Fasoula and Boerma, 2005). This originates
from the segregation of heterozygous loci following the completion of single seed
descent in the breeding scheme. The segregating loci become differentially and
respectively fixed as homozygous in the progeny, and successive bulk harvesting
in later generations maintains the heterogeneity among individuals of the cultivar.
This within-accession heterogeneity has been successfully exploited in soybean
breeding to select for superior individuals within established cultivars, resulting in
the development of new lines (Fasoula and Boerma, 2007; Sebastian et al.,
2010).

Soybean within-accession variation has been characterized at the molecular
level in the reference cultivar ‘Williams 82’ (Haun et al., 2011). ‘Williams 82’ is the
soybean reference genome and is thus extremely important for soybean
research (Schmutz et al., 2010). The original development of ‘Williams 82’ into a
cultivar involved pooling four lines from an BC6F3 introgression of a Phytopthora
root rot resistance locus from the accession ‘Kingwa’ into the elite cultivar
‘Williams’ (Bernard and Cremeens, 1988). Theoretically, the BC6F3 plants would
have over 98% of their genome from ‘Williams’. However, some of the
approximately 2% remaining from ‘Kingwa’ differentially segregated among the
four pooled individuals, as one would expect given that the progenitor BC 6F2
plant was not completely homozygous at all introgressed loci. The variation
present among the BC6F3 individuals (plus any subsequent segregation of
heterozygous loci within the BC6F3 individuals) will be preserved in the cultivar as
long as it is bulk-harvested across generations. Within-accession heterogeneity
was found among independently maintained stocks of ‘Williams 82’ (Haun et al.,
2011). A major region of within-accession heterogeneity was found in the
Phytopthora root rot resistance introgression site on chromosome 3, along with
several other notable intervals on chromosomes 7, 14, 15, and 20. In this sense,
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each ‘Williams 82’ sub-line acts as a NIL to the other ‘Williams 82’ sub-lines
(Haun et al., 2011).
The insights on within-accession heterogeneity from ‘Williams 82’ found by Haun
et al. (2011) and application for germplasm improvement by Fasoula & Boerma
(2007) and Sebastian et al. (2010) draws attention to its potential widespread
prevalence within other soybean germplasm. ‘Williams 82’ provides a clear
example of NIL-like genetic heterogeneity caused by a human-driven process,
namely breeding and selection. However, genetic heterogeneity among
individuals of an inbred line can be caused by other forces, including natural
genomic alterations (e.g., mutation, illegitimate recombination), or disruption of
typical mating systems (e.g., outcrossing in an otherwise self-pollinating species).
Therefore, one might expect to find genetic heterogeneity not just within cultivars,
but also within accessions of different germplasm sources, ranging from modern
cultivars to wild relatives.

This potential reservoir of within-accession heterogeneity is largely
uncharacterized in soybean and can open new opportunities in soybean
improvement despite the relatively narrow genetic diversity of the crop. Tapping
into existing variation in soybean has become much more accessible within the
last decade with the sequencing of ‘Williams 82’ as a reference (Schmutz et al.,
2010), as well as high-throughput genotyping resources. The USDA Soybean
Germplasm Collection (SGC), containing over 20,000 wild and cultivated
soybean accessions, has been recently genotyped with over 42,000 SNP
markers using the SoySNP50K Illumina Chip (Song et al., 2013; Song et al.,
2015). In this study, this high-throughput, high-density SNP genotyping data was
used to detect genetic heterogeneity throughout the entire USDA SGC.
Accessions in the collection with detected heterogeneity in a genomic region of
interest could be identified for rapid NIL development for virtually any region of
the genome. This heterogenous accession and interval detection resource could
9

potentially be used as a valuable new tool for trait mapping, gene validation,
uncovering untapped variation, and advancing breeding efforts in soybean.

Results
Heterogeneous accession scan and intervals detected in the USDA SGC

The USDA SGC was previously genotyped across 42,080 markers and 20,087
accessions (Song et al., 2015). For each accession, the DNA was a pooled
sample of approximately three individuals (David Hyten, personal
communication). As soybean is a self-pollinating species, the vast majority of
SNP calls were homozygous for one of the four canonical nucleotides. However,
genomic regions with clusters of heterozygous calls were also observed in some
accessions, suggesting either remnant heterozygosity in some individuals or
sequence heterogeneity among the pooled individuals (Figure 1). Due to
inbreeding as the mode of reproduction for soybean, pureline maintenance of the
USDA SGC, and the pooling of samples during genotyping, for this study, the
heterozygous calls were inferred to represent heterogenous bases that were
homozygous within each respective individual (Figure 1).

We were interested in identifying the subset of accessions that exhibited
heterogeneity, and subsequently identifying individuals within these accessions
that act as NILs for a single locus. The SNP genotype profile of each accession
was evaluated in a two-stage analysis to identify heterogeneous accessions and
their heterogeneous intervals: (1) heterogeneous accession screening and (2)
heterogeneous interval detection. The primary analysis screened for
heterogeneous accessions by identifying individual chromosomes that had
disproportionately high heterozygous calls compared to the overall genomic
distribution of heterozygous calls. The pipeline was designed to identify
10

accessions that had either one, two, or three chromosomes with
disproportionately high heterozygous call rates. The rationale underlying this
strategy was to detect accessions with true heterogeneous intervals while
filtering out accessions that had few heterozygous calls as well as accessions
with unreasonably frequent heterozygous calls dispersed throughout the genome
(Figure 2). Of the 20,087 accessions in the USDA SGC, 885 (4.4%) passed the
accession screening parameters (see Methods section for details on detection
parameters). Of those detected, 448 genotypes had only one heterogeneous
chromosome detected, 187 genotypes had two heterogeneous chromosomes
detected, and 250 had three heterogeneous chromosomes detected (Table 1).

The 885 accessions identified by the screening were then analyzed to detect
heterogeneous intervals across their genomes. Intervals were detected by
identifying clusters of at least three heterozygous SNPs within a sliding window
of 21 SNPs. Interval borders were defined by the last heterozygous SNP calls
that were detected before the sliding window went to zero heterozygous calls.
After interval detection, 870 of the 885 accessions were confirmed to have at
least one heterogeneous interval (Table 1). In total, 6,925 intervals were detected
(Table S1.1). Only 15 (1.7%) accessions from the accession screening did not
have any heterogeneous intervals detected. These 15 accessions had close to
the minimum cutoff for the initial accession screening filters for one or three
chromosomes, and their SNPs were not clustered on the detected highheterozygous SNP count chromosome(s). These findings demonstrated that the
accession screening was an effective initial identification of accessions with
heterogeneity. The pipeline did not allow for the identification of poorly-genotyped
or contaminated samples (e.g., Figure 2B), and resulted in a low number of falsepositive identifications.
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The mean and median number of intervals detected from the second stage of
analysis were several times greater than the number of chromosomes found in
the accession screening categories (Table 1). There were two reasons for this.
First, the accession screening was designed to specifically search for outlier
chromosomes. However, when scrutinized more closely with the heterogeneous
interval detection step, smaller intervals on other chromosomes were also able to
be detected. Second, the chromosomes detected in the accession screening
oftentimes contained multiple intervals. These were only reported as a single
chromosome in the accession screening but were resolved as multiple and
distinct intervals in the sliding window analysis.

Figure 3 demonstrates the different types of heterogeneous patterns that were
discovered by this pipeline. Figure 3A shows the pattern of G. max PI 612712,
which was detected as a One Chromosome accession in the accession
screening, and the interval detection confirmed only a single 412 kb interval (60
SNPs) on chromosome 15, approximately 15 Mb into the chromosome. In
contrast, G. max PI 458181 was initially detected in the Three Chromosome
category based on the accession screening. However, the sliding window
analysis revealed 17 intervals detected among seven different chromosomes
(Figure 3B). Figure 3C shows a more detailed depiction of chromosome 19, in
which 7 intervals were detected. Accessions such as this, with many intervals
detected, often showed both a wider distribution of intervals throughout the
chromosomes, as well as more intervals clustered within a chromosome as
shown by chromosome 3, 8, 19, and 20 (Figure 3B). However, not all intervals
detected on a chromosome were clustered, as shown in chromosome 19 (Figure
3C).
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Heterogeneous intervals detected by soybean germplasm classes
The proportions of heterogeneity detected were assessed overall as well as
compared in wild (G. soja), landrace, North American cultivars, and unclassified
G. max accessions to explore differences in heterogeneity between germplasm
classes. Landrace and North American cultivar classes were defined by Song et
al. (2015) upon release of the USDA SGC SoySNP50K genotyping data.
Unclassified G. max accessions comprise a combination of landraces, North
American cultivars, non-North American cultivars, NILs, mutants, and other unreleased breeding materials that were not previously defined in Song et al.
(2015). The rates of heterogeneity from the interval detection were assessed
between the 870 G. soja, landrace, North American cultivar, and Unclassified G.
max accessions that were detected out of the 20,087 accessions in the USDA
SGC (Table 2). The mean number of heterogeneous intervals detected per
accession was eight, while the median was five. Most accessions had very few
intervals detected, having a minimum and mode of one interval, though the
interval count reached a maximum of 91. Due to these factors, the histogram of
intervals detected per accession showed a highly right-skewed distribution
(Figure 4A). The overall mean and median interval size were determined on both
a SNP and physical genomic size basis. The size of the interval in SNPs was
determined based on the 42,080 SNPs and their physical positions from the
SoySNP50K Chip (see Methods section for details on determining interval size).
The two interval size calculations are complementary to one another, as the SNP
markers are not equally distributed throughout the genome and do not reflect
accurate genomic distance, particularly when comparing heterochromatic and
euchromatic regions. The mean and median interval size in SNPs were 65 and
40 SNPs, respectively, showing the interval sizes to be right-skewed. The mean
and median interval sizes in kilobases were 1,298 kb and 532 kb, respectively,
also showing a right-skewed distribution of detected genomic interval sizes
(Figure 4B).
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Among the 1,178 G. soja accessions in the USDA SGC, seven (0.6%) were
identified through the accession scanning and interval detection pipeline (Table
2). This G. soja accession detection rate was nearly eight times lower than the G.
max proportion of 4.6%. The G. soja accessions that were detected exhibited
more heterogeneous intervals and greater heterogeneous genome coverage, on
average, than the G. max accessions (Tables 2-4). However, the mean and
median heterogeneous interval size was similar to other germplasm classes
(Tables 3-4). When considering all of the intervals within a given accession, the
mean and median coverage of the G. soja genome by heterogeneous intervals
were both approximately 30 Mb of the roughly 1 Gb genome. These mean and
median genomic intervals were approximately three- and eight-fold more base
pair coverage than the G. max germplasm classes, respectively.

The G. max germplasm classes of landrace, North American cultivar, and
Unclassified all had similar proportions of detection of heterogeneous accessions
relative to the overall proportion of 4.3% (Table 2). Both landraces and
Unclassified G. max had similar mean and median numbers of intervals detected,
while North American cultivars had slightly lower mean and median intervals
detected (Table 2). The North American cultivars also displayed a lower mean
and median genome coverage of all intervals in a given accession with respect to
both SNP and kilobase size (Tables 3-4). However, the North American cultivar
data is derived from a small sample size, consisting of only 164 intervals from 27
accessions, limiting the utility of this comparison.

Heterogeneous intervals detected per chromosome
Overall, 98.4% of the bases and 99.0% of the gene models in the soybean
genome were covered by at least one heterogeneous interval. The physical
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positions of the detected intervals were plotted along the chromosomes using the
‘Williams 82’ Assembly 2 SoySNP50K Chip positions as the reference. The
corresponding euchromatic and heterochromatic regions of G. max (assembly
Wm82.a2) were identified based on Song et al. (2016).

A detailed representation of the distribution of heterogeneous intervals detected
across chromosome 08 is shown in Figure 5A. This example displays a view of
the size, distribution, and depth of heterogeneous intervals among different
accessions along this chromosome. Genome-wide, the depth of base pair
coverage by heterogeneous intervals had a mean of 9.5X and a median of 9X
(Figure 5B). The depth of gene model coverage by heterogeneous intervals had
a mean of 9.2X and a median of 9X (Figure 5C). The number of gene models
covered by heterogeneous intervals per accession ranged from 0 to 8,369 gene
models, with a mean of 631 and median of 345 gene models. The
heterochromatic regions of the chromosomes were easily distinguishable from
the euchromatic regions within the pattern of heterogeneous interval detected.
Relatively few intervals were found within heterochromatic regions, however,
they tended to cover larger genomic regions (Figures 5A and 6). Conversely,
many intervals were located within the euchromatin, though they tended to be
relatively short, presumably caused by the higher rates of recombination in the
euchromatin compared to the heterochromatin. Nucleotides within euchromatin
regions exhibited slightly higher interval coverage, with a mean of 10.0X and
median of 9X, compared to a mean of 7.7X and median of 8X in heterochromatin
regions. It appears that similar intervals were oftentimes represented by multiple
accessions. For example, chromosome 08 had seven intervals that all started at
position 786,288. Chromosome 11 had the same 7-SNP interval detected in 25
different accessions from position 1,599,720 to 1,602,125. Moreover, several
large gaps in interval coverage occurred across the heterochromatic regions of
chromosomes 05 and 20 (Figure 6).
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Limitations to trait mapping using heterogeneous intervals
Heterogeneous intervals detected from the USDA SGC can be used as a tool to
map traits and clone genes underlying important phenotypes. If coarse mapping
of a trait (e.g., Genome-wide association studies) is conducted, accessions
containing heterogeneous intervals overlapping the mapped region can be
ordered and used to develop NILs more quickly than traditional population
development and/or NIL selection.

However, certain traits and/or genome locations may be more recalcitrant to this
approach. For example, a recent genome-wide association study (GWAS) (Virdi
et al., in preparation) mapped a leaf shape and seed pod number QTL to
chromosome 20 positions 35,320,625 to 37,248,263, within which resides the
previously characterized Ln gene (Glyma.20g116200). Based on our
heterogeneity analysis, 50 accessions exhibit a total of 61 heterogeneous
intervals overlapping this GWAS interval (Figure 7A and B). The accessions
containing the heterogeneous intervals found in Figure 7B are putatively
heterogenous within the region of interest, and could be ordered from the USDA
SGC and used to identify NILs for the narrow leaf and pod number traits. These
accessions may include individuals with unique recombinations within the region
of interest that may allow for the fine-mapping of such traits. Since the Ln gene
has already been cloned (Jeong et al., 2012), Figure 7C demonstrates that 22 of
the 50 accessions (44%) that could be selected for mapping of leaf shape have
heterogeneous intervals that include the Ln gene. We grew out these 22
accessions in 2018 and did not observe substantial variation within any
accessions for the leaf shape trait. In fact, the USDA SGC actively works to
maintain a pureline collection, and would likely cull out individuals with
morphologies inconsistent with the predominant phenotype in an accession.
Thus, we expect that morphological traits like leaf shape, which can be easily
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observed visually, is less likely to be maintained as heterogeneous within the
USDA SGC collection. Variation for traits that are not easily identified during
USDA SGC maintenance, like seed composition, branch angle, and various
abiotic stresses, may be more likely to be observed using the heterogeneity
mapping approach.

Genetic and genomic structures may also limit the ability to use the heterogeneity
interval mapping approach. Specifically, traits that map in or nearby regions of
low recombination (e.g., heterochromatin) may be recalcitrant to fine-mapping
(as they would be with other approaches as well). For example, we investigated
the possibility of identifying heterogeneous accessions that overlapped a high
protein QTL detected by Bolon et al. (2010), Hwang et al. (2014), and Vaughn et
al. (2014) within a region of low recombination on chromosome 20 (Figure 8).
This relatively large interval was covered by few accessions, and only partially
covered by most. Only one accession, PI 468909, has a heterogenous interval
spanning this region.

Discussion
Genetic heterogeneity detection pipeline
The goal of this study was to identify genetic heterogeneity within accessions of
the USDA SGC. The presence of genetic heterogeneity persisting within highly
homogeneous and inbreeding soybean was demonstrated by Haun et al. (2011)
in the reference cultivar ‘Williams 82’. While few cultivars have been investigated
for genetic heterogeneity, the recent genotyping of all 20,087 accessions of G.
soja and G. max in the USDA SGC facilitated a more high-throughput analysis of
genetic heterogeneity. The SoySNP50K genotyping of the USDA SGC has been
available for several years but had previously not been used to assess
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heterogeneity on a collection-wide scale. The pipeline developed in this study is
a method in which researchers can identify genetic heterogeneity within
accessions given high-density SNP information in a large germplasm collection.
These accessions with heterogeneity in loci of interest could be used to rapidly
develop NIL pairs for trait mapping.

Genetic heterogeneity was found throughout the USDA SGC germplasm by
screening accessions with disproportionate heterozygous SNP calls on specific
chromosomes, followed by detection of heterozygous SNP calls throughout
selected accession genomes. This was under the assumption that clusters of
heterozygous SNP calls on the SoySNP50K Chip were the result of multiple
homozygous individuals from the same accession being pooled into one sample
for genotyping. While the number of individuals was not necessarily consistent or
publicly documented, those involved in the genotyping efforts have reported that
most of the samples were taken from pools of approximately three individuals per
accession (David Hyten, personal communication).

Using this previous data, we designed a pipeline that included a first stage of
analysis of heterogeneous accession screening with the expectation of one to
three chromosome with major intervals detected per accession. However, after
advancing these candidate accessions into the second stage of analysis
(heterogeneous interval detection), most identified accessions exhibited more
than three chromosomes or intervals (Table 1, Figure 4A). This was caused by
two major factors, including the presence of smaller heterogeneous intervals on
additional chromosomes that were initially overshadowed by higher-density
heterozygous SNP calls on other chromosomes, and the resolution of multiple
intervals within individual chromosomes. It is important to note that some
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intervals within individual chromosomes were regionally clustered, and are likely
to segregate together during the identification of NIL pairs.

Proportions of heterogeneity in different germplasm classes
The soybean germplasm used in this study was diverse, containing 20,087
accessions that included the G. soja, landraces, elite cultivars, as well as many
other research and breeding materials. While the collection does not clearly
define many of these germplasm classes, Song et al. (2015) was able to define a
subset of germplasm as “wild”, “landrace”, and “North American cultivar” to
evaluate features such as genetic relationships, geographic origin, linkage
disequilibrium, and genomic structure. We used this subset in our study to
compare heterogeneous interval detection outcomes within these germplasm
classes. Since heterogeneity is oftentimes thought to be a man-made feature of
soybean germplasm, we predicted that more North American cultivars would
have a higher proportion of detected heterogeneity than landraces, and that a
higher proportion of landraces would have detected heterogeneity than G. soja
accessions.

The proportion of accessions with heterogeneity detected in G. soja was low
compared to landrace and North American cultivars. This is not surprising since
G. soja has not been subjected to man-made manipulation. Like cultivated
soybean, G. soja is a selfing species, so a single accession collected from the
wild could either be homogeneous from having collected progeny of one
homozygous plant or multiple homogenous plants (Figure 2A). Alternatively, a G.
soja accession could be collected from diverse plants which would result in
widespread heterozygous SoySNP50K Chip calls that would be filtered out of our
pipeline (Figure 2B). The few G. soja that were detected in this analysis may
have occurred due to occasional outcrossing in the wild. Outcrossed individuals
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could subsequently self-pollinate, but would be expected to maintain some level
of heterozygosity/heterogeneity in the population for several generations.

We initially expected that North American cultivars would have the highest
proportion of heterogeneity driven by modern breeding strategies such as
backcrossing and recurrent selection. For example, Haun et al. (2011) showed
that heterogeneity in ‘Williams 82’ was caused by non-uniformity of the cultivar
upon bulk-harvesting, primarily in the site where Phytopthora root rot resistance
from ‘Kingwa’ was introgressed into ‘Williams’ to the BC6F3 generation. Other
breeding methods could result in similar heterogeneity, such as recurrent
selection or single seed decent where lineages are bulked before becoming fully
homozygous in order to have a sufficient seed stock. However, the
heterogeneous interval detection analysis showed a similar proportion of
accessions with heterogeneity in landraces and North American cultivars. It is
unclear why the proportion of accessions with heterogeneity was similar in these
two groups, as the North American cultivars would presumably have undergone
a more recent and intense process of artificial selection to introduce
heterogeneity. However, the loose categorization of landraces creates some
uncertainty, as it encompasses a wide spectrum of accessions that are cultivated
G. max but have not been substantially altered by modern breeding methods.
Similar to North American cultivars, landraces have been subjected to some
degree of purposeful selection from the time of domestication through the
nineteenth century, though not nearly as intensively or tactfully as modern
breeding. Conversely, like G. soja, outcrossing could have also occurred in
landrace accessions. Moreover, the mode of initial collection for many landrace
accessions is unknown, but likely variable. Thus, it is interesting that the
proportions of heterogeneous accessions detected from landrace and North
American cultivar classes are generally the same even though the source of their
heterogeneity may be derived from different origins.
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Limitations of heterogeneity detection of the USDA SGC using the
SoySNP50K Chip
In this study, we designed a pipeline that detected heterogeneous intervals within
the USDA SGC. The SGC and the high-throughput genotyping of its 20,087
soybean accessions are an exceptional public resource for the research
community. However, the genotyping of this collection was not designed with the
present analysis in mind. Therefore, it is important to discuss the limitations of
our pipeline for identifying heterogeneous regions within accessions. Aside from
the obvious potential pitfalls associated with maintaining a collection (e.g., seed
mix-up, sample contamination), there are other structural limitations to our
analysis.

First, this study was predicated on the concept that multiple individuals (typically
three) of an accession were pooled for the SGC SoySNP50K Chip genotyping. In
this sense, clustered heterozygous calls could be inferred as heterogenous
regions between individuals within an accession. However, three individuals is
still a relatively small sample, and much greater heterogeneity may go
unsampled in such a design. Furthermore, it is unclear whether the pooling
method was entirely consistent for all accessions. For instance, within-accession
variation previously found in ‘Williams 82’ (Haun et al., 2011) had been a major
factor in our motivations to explore collection-wide heterogeneity. However,
‘Williams 82’ in the USDA SGC (PI 518671) did not have any detected
heterogeneity emerge from the heterogeneous accession screening. There are at
least three explanations as to why this ‘Williams 82’ sample did not exhibit
heterogeneity: (1) the ‘Williams 82’ stock at the SGC may have been
bottlenecked to a single or few individuals at one point in time and it is completely
homogenous among all individuals, differing from other stocks; (2) the
approximately three bulked individuals used for SoySNP50K genotyping may
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have coincidently had identical genotypes, while individuals with heterogeneity
were simply not sampled; (3) the ‘Williams 82’ sample in the SoySNP50K
genotyping may have been derived from a single individual rather than a pooled
sample. Regardless of the cause, the lack of heterogeneity of the ‘Williams 82’
sample in the SoySNP50K analysis suggests that similar processes may have
also masked true heterogeneity in other accessions as well. Therefore, one can
assume that within-accession heterogeneity is more common in the SGC
collection than is reported in this study. This underreported heterogeneity could
prevent usage of certain accessions for NIL generation and affect the overall
utility of the method.

The heterogenous accession screening stage was shown to be an effective initial
filter prior to the heterogenous interval detection stage. However, the parameters
used to identify accessions with heterogeneous intervals could have missed
accessions with heterogeneous regions more evenly distributed among multiple
chromosomes. Nevertheless, the accessions that were detected may be more
readily put into practical usage for NIL generation. This initial stage of the
pipeline also did not account for differences in the number of SNPs on the twenty
soybean chromosomes, which would make the parameters slightly more biased
toward heterogeneous chromosome detection on larger chromosomes.
Furthermore, as previously mentioned, multiple clustered intervals may be larger
intervals, but were detected as many different intervals as shown in Figure 3C.
From this study, we cannot ultimately define concrete boundaries of
heterogeneity, but the pipeline does offer valuable putative targets within the
genome to evaluate a region of interest.

The SoySNP50K Chip has a density of 1 SNP every 9.1 kb in euchromatic
regions and 1 SNP every 49.1 kb in heterochromatic regions, and was organized
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with efforts to evenly distribute these SNPs within both types of regions. Despite
this high density, some heterogeneous intervals may not have been able to be
detected using the SoySNP50K Chip. About 3% of the heterogeneous intervals
detected were under 27.3 kb in length (i.e., the minimum of three SNPs required
for detecting an interval multiplied by the average euchromatic SNP density of
9.1 kb). These small detected heterogenous intervals found in this study
demonstrate that the distribution of SNPs in the SoySNP50K Chip still varies
greatly, and analysis using this resource alone is likely missing heterogenous
intervals where SNP density is lower in both euchromatic and heterochromatic
regions. The distribution of these markers could also be truncating
heterogeneous intervals that extend past their detected SNP boundaries but end
prior to the adjacent SNP. Furthermore, the SoySNP50K Chip also does not
capture the entire length of each chromosome, so some gene models nearest to
the beginnings and ends of chromosomes fall outside of the regions that were
scanned for heterogeneous intervals.

Heterogeneity detection as a population-level reverse genetics resource
This heterogenous accession and interval detection pipeline has potential to be a
valuable new tool for trait mapping and gene validation to uncover untapped
variation and advance efforts in soybean improvement. With the coverage of
heterogeneity found in this study, accessions in the collection with detected
heterogeneity in a genomic region of interest could be used for rapid NIL
development for virtually any region of the genome. Historically, NILs have been
developed from forward genetic approaches where bi-parental crosses are made
and advanced to introgress and map a trait of interest. The methodology
introduced in the present study allows for a new paradigm where reverse
genetics screening can be used to identify NILs at specific genomic intervals.
With resources such as the high-density SNP genotyping of the USDA SGC and
other high-throughput genomics approaches, these tools can be used to find
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subtle genomic differences within accessions that would be difficult to discover
otherwise. Our approach is loosely based on Tuinstra, Ejeta, & Goldsbrough
(1997) who identified residual heterogeneity within individual RILs. Our strategy,
however, identifies already-existing heterogeneity among individuals of
accessions in the USDA SGC instead of generating heterogeneity de novo from
bi-parental population development.

The SoySNP50K data reflects the genotype of the heterozygous progenitor, and
projects a composite of the existing sub-lines. As such, each heterogeneous
accession can be considered a HIF. The heterogeneous accessions detected in
our analysis, in most cases, are expected to have multiple sub-lines per an
accession. As the number of heterogeneous regions increases, the number of
potential sub-line genotypes increases exponentially, as does the number of
potential NIL pairs. Genotyping of multiple individuals in an accession can
potential identify numerous pairs that respectively represent NILs for different
regions of the genome (Figure 9). While it may be advantageous to have many
different NIL pair possibilities, the more regions and resulting sub-lines and pairs
are available, the more complex and more laborious the HIF segregation and
characterization will be.

While we cannot confirm all of these intervals from the SoySNP50K Chip data
alone, we hypothesize that genetic heterogeneity is prevalent within this
collection. This is a valuable window into soybean genetic heterogeneity and its
crop improvement potential. However, future work is required to validate the
accuracy of this bioinformatic analysis. This can be accomplished by analyzing
multiple individuals within accessions and comparing their genotypes,
phenotypes, and subsequent utility in trait mapping.
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The North American cultivars that exhibited heterogeneity would be a useful
subset for validation since they are thought to be highly homogenous and would
be easiest to develop into NILs and to apply to crop improvement. Detected
North American cultivars could be genotyped, phenotyped, and analyzed for trait
segregation as well as actual regions and incidence of heterogeneity. Such work
could be performed on a subset of cultivars identified from this pipeline and a
subset of cultivars that did not exhibit heterogeneity in this pipeline. A
comparison of these two groups could indicate the efficacy of the pipeline to
identify an enriched collection of accessions most readily available for NIL
development. Genotyping individuals would ideally be performed by whole
genome sequencing, but may require more cost-effective approaches like
genotype-by-sequencing (GBS) or 3’ RNA-Seq, given the number of samples
required to assess heterogeneity. Maturity zone must also be considered during
validation, as proper growth, development and environmental interactions will
affect many phenotypes.

Furthermore, previously undiscovered QTL for traits like abiotic stress response
and seed composition may be resolved by screening a large collection of NILs.
Multiple individuals from these accessions should be genotyped to determine
what sub-lines are present within the accession and how well they matched the
predicted heterogeneous intervals from this pipeline. The seeds of the accession
should also be grown and phenotyped for variation of the trait of interest. If trait
variation is observed and heterogeneity is confirmed within the accession at the
loci of interest, the accession can be considered a HIF and used to develop a NIL
pair and map the trait. It is worth noting that certain conspicuous traits may be
less likely to be heterogeneous within the SGC accessions. For example,
accessions heterogeneous for flower color or other obvious morphological traits
may be scored for such traits during stock center grow-outs, and polymorphic
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individuals may be culled from these populations due to being perceived as seed
contamination.

This study has identified 6,925 intervals of heterogeneity within 870 soybean
accessions maintained by the USDA SGC. Should this heterogeneity detection
pipeline accurately demonstrate heterogeneity within the accessions of the SGC,
the intervals could be compiled into a public database. There, users could search
a region or a trait of interest, and accessions with heterogeneity detected in the
search criteria would be retrieved, along with an overlay of the gene models
contained in that interval. Users could then order the resulting accessions from
the SGC for their own mapping and cloning research. This novel heterogeneity
detection strategy holds great promise as an untapped source of soybean
genetic diversity.

Methods
USDA Soybean Germplasm Collection data procurement
The dataset that was used for this analysis was the cultivar ‘Williams 82’
assembly 2 (Wm82.a2) SoySNP50K VCF data (Song et al., 2013; Song et al.,
2015) downloaded from SoyBase (http://soybase.org) (Grant et al., 2010) on 5
September 2017. At the date of download, this dataset featured the 20,087 G.
max and G. soja accessions from the USDA SGC. The DNA samples used in this
dataset were derived from pooling multiple (approximately three) individuals from
each accession. Therefore, genomic intervals of heterogeneity within accessions
were able to be detected as heterozygous SNP calls on the SoySNP50K Chip
(see Figure 1). It can be assumed that the vast majority of the heterozygous calls
are a mixture of different homozygous calls rather than heterozygosity within
individuals, as soybean is a self-pollinating and highly inbred species.
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Heterogeneous accession screening
For each USDA SGC SoySNP50K accession, the number of heterozygous calls
on each chromosome were counted, including the scaffolds as one group, using
R 3.4.3 in RStudio 1.1.414. Only two SNP markers were from the mitochondrial
genome and were thus insufficient to be included in analysis. The three
chromosomes on each genotype with the highest SNP counts were determined.
A pipeline was developed to identify the accessions that had discrete regions of
potential heterogeneity, while filtering out accessions with exceedingly high rates
of heterozygous calls, as those may indicate that poor genotyping and/or
contamination of the DNA sample. There were three different ways for an
accession to be identified as potentially having regions of heterogeneity in the
genome: (1) Accessions with at least one major chromosome with heterogeneity
(named as the “One Chromosome” class) were identified when the chromosome
with the highest number of heterozygous SNPs contained greater than 50% of
the total heterozygous SNPs in the sample, and the total number of
heterozygous calls in the sample was greater than 10. (2) Accessions with at
least two major chromosomes with heterogeneity (named as the “Two
Chromosomes” class) were identified when the chromosome with the second
highest number of heterozygous SNPs contained greater than 25% of the total
SNPs in the sample, and the total number of heterozygous calls in the sample
was greater than 20. (3) Accessions with at least three major chromosomes with
heterogeneity (named as the “Three Chromosomes” class) were identified when
the chromosome with the third highest number of heterozygous SNPs contained
greater than 15% of the total SNPs in the sample, and the total number of
heterozygous calls in the sample was greater than 30. Any combination of these
three criteria could result in a potential interval or intervals of heterogeneity.
While these categories were designed to find one, two, or three chromosomes
with clear heterogeneity, it was expected that more chromosomes would contain
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intervals of heterogeneity beyond this initial screen. These parameters were
chosen to distinguish patterns of heterogeneity from heterozygous calls caused
by stock contamination, which would likely appear more evenly distributed
throughout the genome. These multiple parameters were chosen to capture
different patterns of heterogeneity, from one large major region on one
chromosome, to several small regions on different chromosomes (Figure 2).

Heterogeneous interval detection
Once a subset of accessions was identified with the defined accession screening
criteria, intervals of heterogeneity were detected with R 3.4.3 in RStudio 1.1.414.
No concentrated heterogeneity was detected in any scaffolds, and thus were not
included for interval detection. First, a matrix resulting from a sliding window of
21 adjacent SNPs was created to coarsely detect clusters of heterozygous calls
throughout the 42,080 SNPs of the genome for each accession. Intervals were
called heterogeneous if there were at least three heterozygous SNPs within a 21
SNP sliding window on a given chromosome. The interval borders were defined
by the last heterozygous SNP calls that were detected before the sliding window
went to zero in either direction. The sliding window was adjusted at the extreme
ends of the SoySNP50K data (beginning of chromosome 01 and the end of
chromosome 20) to ensure inclusion of all SNPs during detection. Since the
SoySNP50K SNP call file is formatted continuously and consecutively from one
chromosome to the next, the analysis also accounted for chromosomal
boundaries to prevent spurious intervals that could span across different
chromosomes. The overall mean and median interval size were determined on
both a SNP and physical genomic size basis. The size of the intervals in SNPs
was determined by the 42,080 SNPs from the SoySNP50K Chip. The interval
size in SNPs was counted as the number of SNPs between and including the
heterozygous SNP signifying the start of the interval, and the heterozygous SNP
signifying the end of the interval. The interval size counted all SNP call types:
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heterozygous, homozygous (reference and alternate), and missing SNPs within
the SoySNP50K SNPs. The interval size in kilobases was counted similarly,
using the difference in the physical position of the heterozygous SNP signifying
the start of the interval, and the heterozygous SNP signifying the end of the
interval. Proportions of detected heterogeneity were then compared in G. soja,
landrace, North American cultivars, and unclassified G. max accessions.
Landraces and North American cultivar classes were defined by Song et al.
(2015). Unclassified G. max accessions comprise a combination of landraces,
North American cultivars, non-North American cultivars, and other un-released
breeding materials that were not previously defined in Song et al. (2015).
Coverage calculations were performed using modules on the Minnesota
Supercomputing Institute (MSI). Base pair coverage calculations were performed
using bedtools 2.25.0 genomecov, with a BED file of the chromosome, start, and
stop position of all detected heterogeneous intervals, as well as a TXT file of the
size of each soybean chromosome in bases from SoyBase (http://soybase.org)
(Grant et al., 2010). Base pair coverage calculations concerning euchromatic and
heterochromatic regions were defined from Song et al. (2016), and calculated in
the same way as the overall genome coverage after isolating chromatin types
with bedtools 2.25.0 intersect of the Song et al. (2016) boundaries. Gene model
coverage calculations were performed using bedtools 2.25.0 intersect, with the
GFF file of all genes in the reference genome Wm82.a2.v1 (downloaded from
SoyBase December 17, 2014) intersected with a BED file of the chromosome,
start, and stop position of all detected heterogeneous intervals. The option -f 1.0
was used to ensure heterogeneous intervals overlapped with the entire gene
model sequence. Intervals that overlap with a known locus of interest were
isolated and traced back to their corresponding accessions which were ordered
from the USDA SGC in April 2018. To evaluate 22 accessions with
heterogeneity spanning the Ln gene, 12 of each accession were planted in spring
2018 and phenotyped for either broad or narrow leaf shape according to Jeong et
al. (2012).
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Chapter 2 - Comparisons of genotype identity across highthroughput soybean genotyping resources
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Chapter Summary
As the global population and climate change cause unprecedented challenges to
sustain the planet, it is becoming more crucial to enhance and preserve the
integrity and diversity of the world’s resources, including soybean (Glycine max)
germplasm resources. Advancements in DNA sequencing technologies in the
last decade have allowed for high-throughput genomic characterization of
soybean across many different international collections and research groups.
This rapid influx of genomic data has created a need to identify consistency and
diversity across datasets to preserve and manage soybean germplasm for
accurate use in crop improvement. For example, accessions across datasets that
are duplicates, mix-ups, or contain contamination can lead to the incorrect
accession selection or under-utilization of valuable germplasm, which leads to
wasted time and resources in research and crop development. In this study, data
from 106 resequenced wild and cultivated soybean genomes were compared to
data from the 20,087 accessions genotyped with the SoySNP50K Chip to
validate the genotype identity of both datasets. It was predicted that the genomic
data between the two datasets would be relatively consistent due to their mostly
uniform naming conventions and United States-based stock maintenance. This
analysis pipeline confirmed the genotype identities for the majority of the 106
resequenced genomes, but also identified a subset of samples that exhibited
ambiguous or inconsistent identities between the datasets. The pipeline used in
this study could be applied as a tool for evaluating genotype identity in efforts to
amend and unify germplasm around the world, across any present or future
soybean resequencing datasets.
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Background
Our world is facing extraordinary challenges due to rapid population growth and
climate change. Food security for the future will require not only more crop
production, but crops that are adapted and resilient in a variety of ecological
conditions which can be grown sustainably. This will require leveraging genetic
information from entire germplasm collections all over the world to identify,
introgress, and deploy novel genetic material and beneficial alleles in future
germplasm. Recent technological advancements in genomics and bioinformatics
allows for the analysis of such large and complex genetic data sets. Within the
past decade, DNA sequencing costs have fallen and computational power has
increased exponentially, allowing for many new plant genome resequencing
efforts. These rapidly evolving technologies are crucial for generating and
exploiting big data and creating superior crops to sustain the growing population.

Soybean (Glycine max) is one of the most valuable crops cultivated in the United
States as well as around the globe. Numerous nations involved in soybean
production have gone through great efforts to collect and preserve diverse
soybean germplasm as a major source for crop improvement, including the
United States, Canada, Brazil, Russia, Korea, China, and Japan. The
sequencing of the reference genome ‘Williams 82’ (Schmutz et al., 2010) marked
the beginning of the genomic era of soybean. Since then, research groups
around the world have endeavored to further elucidate the genomic composition
of diverse soybean accessions, most recently through high density single
nucleotide polumorphism (SNP) arrays (Lee et al., 2015; Song et al., 2015; Wang
et al., 2016) and whole genome resequencing (Lam et al., 2010; Chung et al.,
2014; Zhou et al., 2015; Maldonado dos Santos et al., 2016; Valliyodan et al.,
2016; Contreras-Soto et al., 2017; Wickland et al., 2017; Torkamaneh et al.,
2018), including many accessions within multiple international collections. The
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high-throughput genotyping of many accessions within collections has resulted in
the need to identify and ensure consistency across datasets to preserve the
integrity of germplasm and accuracy of use in crop improvement. Accessions
across datasets that are duplicates, mix-ups, or contaminations can lead to the
incorrect accession selection or lack of utilization of valuable germplasm, which
leads to wasted time and resources in research and crop development.

Select soybean accessions have been assessed for genotype identity between
multiple genomic samples (e.g., Michno and Stupar, 2018), but there has not yet
been a demonstration of these comparisons across entire large soybean
datasets, as it is often assumed that genotypes with the same name are
consistent within and across datasets. In this study, two high-throughput
genotyping datasets were used to develop a pipeline to compare soybean
genotypes across entire large soybean datasets. One of which is the USDA
Soybean Germplasm Collection (SGC), containing over 20,000 wild and
cultivated soybean accessions, which has been recently genotyped with over
42,000 SNP markers using the SoySNP50K Illumina Chip (Song et al., 2013;
Song et al., 2015). This SNP-chip resource serves as a valuable cross-reference
to any resequencing datasets that include accessions from the USDA SGC. In
this study, data from 106 resequenced wild and cultivated soybean genomes
from Valliyodan et al. (2016) were compared to the SNP-chip data to validate the
genotype identity of both datasets. It was predicted that the two datasets would
be relatively consistent due to their consistent “Plant Introduction” (PI) naming
conventions and germplasm based on stocks maintained in the United States
and potentially the same origin. This analysis pipeline unambiguously confirmed
the genotype identities for the majority of the 106 genomes, but did also identify a
subset of samples that exhibited ambiguous or inconsistent identities between
the datasets. The pipeline used in this study could be used as a tool for
evaluating genotype identity and helping to amend and unify germplasm across
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any of the released soybean resequencing datasets and those yet to come in the
future.

Results
Initial detection of inconsistency across genotyping datasets
The initial concern regarding genotype identity arose from the soybean accession
‘Peking’, a cultivar widely used for research and breeding due to its soybean cyst
nematode (SCN) resistance and susceptibility to Agrobacterium transformation.
Valliyodan et al. (2016) resequenced 106 soybean genomes, two of which were
reported to be ‘Peking’ as PI 548402, while the USDA SGC contains seven
accessions that are partially or fully named ‘Peking’ (Song et al., 2015). To clarify
which ‘Peking’ accessions were contained within Valliyodan et al. (2016), the two
resequencing datasets were used to call SNP variants that overlapped with the
SoySNP50K Chip data. Over 38,000 SNP markers were called from the
resequencing data and compared to the seven ‘Peking’ accessions. The SNP
profile for the reference genome ‘Williams 82’ was also included as a negative
control (Schmutz et al., 2010).

The analysis showed that there was a range of percent identities between the
‘Peking’ accessions within the USDA SGC. The SNP-chip data revealed three
accessions with over 90% identity to one another, three with over 75% identity to
most other ‘Peking’ accessions, and one that was below 65% identity to all other
‘Peking’ accessions (Figure 1A). All ‘Peking’ accessions had very low genotype
identity to ‘Williams 82’. Nematode resistance scores were also extracted from
the online U.S. National Plant Germplasm System Germplasm Resources
Information Network (GRIN), and showed differing resistance scores for the
‘Peking’ accessions, especially SCN Race 3 and 5 (Figure 1B). This shows that
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differences in genotype identity may be affecting crucial resistance loci for
nematode resistance, an important trait of study for ‘Peking’. Therefore,
researchers and breeders using ‘Peking’ as a source for SCN resistance should
be aware of the genetic differences between these accessions named ‘Peking’.

The analysis clarified the genotype of the two resequenced ‘Peking’ accessions.
The accession from the Valliyodan et al. (2016) with sample name SRR2163294
(HN002) was labeled as ‘Peking’ and PI 548402. While it did have relatively high
percent identity to PI 548402 (93.07%), it had the highest percent identity to PI
438497 (99.65%). Thus, SRR2163294 is likely to be ‘Peking’ PI 438497, and not
PI 548402. The other accession from the resequencing dataset with the sample
name SRR2163311 (HN019) was also labeled as PI 548402a, and had the
highest percent identity with PI 548402 (99.59%).

These apparent genotype identity inconsistencies with accessions labeled as
‘Peking’ in the resequencing and SNP-chip datasets led to a larger concern for
the genotype identity of the rest of the resequencing dataset (and potentially all
large soybean resequencing datasets generated to date). Thus, the analysis was
scaled to perform genotype identity comparisons of all sequenced genomes from
Valliyodan et al. (2016) versus all accessions genotyped in the USDA SGC
SoySNP50K Chip collection (Song et al., 2015). All 106 genomes from
Valliyodan et al. (2016) were used to call SNP variants that overlapped with the
20,087 accessions of the SoySNP50K Chip data and compare genotype identity
using over 38,000 SNPs. This analysis of 2,129,222 genotype identity
comparisons will be herein referred to as the “all-by-all” comparisons. The
distribution of the calculated genotype identities ranged from 41.01% to 99.75%,
the majority of which clustered near 65% (Figure 2A). As most of the all-by-all
comparisons are expected to be non-matching, this distribution indicates the
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typical range of non-matching genotypes between these datasets. Matching
genotypes, however, would be expected to exhibit genotype identity rates closer
to 100%. With this basis, genotype identity comparisons between resequencing
and SNP-chip datasets were assigned to one of four major categories: (1) Match
over 99%, (2) Match 90-99%, (3) Mis-assigned, and (4) No name and no match
found (Table 1, Figure 3).

Genotypes with >99% identity between resequencing and SNP-chip
datasets
A small subset of all-by-all genotype identity comparisons fell above 90%, with
two small peaks around 98% and 99.5% (Figure 2B). This small high-identity
cluster appeared to indicate genotypes from the USDA SGC that matched, or at
least were highly related to accessions from the resequencing dataset. The
genotype identity of the sample names for the expected genotype from the
resequencing dataset were then compared to the genotype identity of the top
match within the SoySNP50K ship dataset.

There is known accession duplication within the USDA SGC (Song et al., 2015).
Therefore, it was anticipated that some resequenced samples would have a very
high identity (e.g., >99%) to the accession of the same name in the SNP-chip
(i.e., the “expected” accession), but may exhibit slightly higher identity to an
accession of a different name. To account for such scenarios, we determined
that a given accession would be unambiguously confirmed to be a match
between the resequencing and SNP-chip datasets as long as they shared the
same name (PI number) and exhibited over 99% identity. 83 of the 106
genotypes were found to meet this expectation (Table 1, Category ‘Match >
99%’). In 70 of these cases, the top hit from the SNP-chip had the exact name as
the resequenced accession. In 14 cases, the top hit from the SNP-chip did not
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have the same name as the resequenced accession, but the identity of the
expected genotype was within 0.5% of the top match. Accessions placed in the
‘Match > 99%’ category fall in the higher of the two peaks of Figure 2B. This
category also included the top matches for the previously described resequenced
‘Peking’ genotype SRR2163311 (HN019) which was named as PI 548402 in
Valliyodan et al. (2016) and had the matching percent identity with PI 548402 of
99.59%.

Genotypes with 90-99% identity between resequencing and SNP-chip
datasets
Figure 2B also revealed several more instances of high identity between
resequencing and SNP-chip datasets, but were below the conservative 99%
classification of unambiguously matching genotypes. 14 of the 106 expected
genotypes were found to have 90-99% genotype identity between the
resequencing and SNP-chip datasets (Table 1, Category ‘Match 90-99%’). For
ten accessions, the top hit from the SNP-chip had the exact name as the
resequenced accession. In four cases, the top hit from the SNP-chip did not have
the same name as the resequenced accession, but the identity of the expected
genotype was within 0.05-1.5% of the top match. 13 of the 14 genotypes in this
category had identity matches between 96-99% in the expected comparison.
These matches fall in the lower and wider of the two peaks of Figure 2B. The PI
438258 resequencing dataset exhibited 91.72% identity with the PI 438258 SNPchip data; though this identity was relatively low, it was the top match in the SNPchip dataset.

While the lack of higher matches from the SNP-chip dataset raises concerns of
finding the true match for the resequencing genotypes, there are several possible
explanations that could lead to true matching genotypes to have lower identity
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than expected. First, it is possible that bad sequences calls persisted through the
variant calling pipeline, leading to a higher error rate due to mismatched calls
between datasets. Second, the expected and top accessions could both be
breeding materials that share much of the same pedigree, or could essentially be
duplicates of one another. Third, heterogeneity could persist within accessions,
and depending on the stock maintenance and individuals sampled for each
dataset, can lead to a differing representation of the accession with each
genotyped sample.

To survey the 14 accessions for heterogeneity, the distribution of mismatched
homozygous SNPs across the resequenced sample compared to the expected
and top match (often the same accession) were plotted throughout the genome
(Figures 4-17). Clusters of mismatched SNPs were found in most accessions
that were both the expected accession and the top accession (Figures 5,812,16), as well as some resequencing samples that had different expected and
top accessions (Figures 6,7). Clear clustering is observed in accessions matches
across the 96-99% range such as SRR2163324/PI 086006 (98.86%),
SRR2163379/PI 593258 (98.67%), and SRR2163383/PI 597387 (96.79%). This
shows that within-accession heterogeneity could be contributing to the lower
genotype identities. However, since there are many accessions in the SGC that
are breeding materials and share a pedigree, what may appear to be
heterogeneity could also be highly related but distinct accessions. For instance,
the top match for SRR2163378 is a near-isogenic line, BC6 of Williams and
another line, and the expected accession is a progeny of another cross with the
top match. There are many near-isogenic line and other genetically similar
accessions within the SGC from the Soybean Isoline Collection, especially with
prominent North American cultivars like ‘Williams’ (Bernard and Cremeens,
1988). There are also known to be 4,668 accessions in the SGC that are greater
than 99.9% similar to another accession (Song et al., 2015). An example of this
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within this category is the expected and top match for SRR2163329, which are
two different Japanese accessions that were confirmed from this analysis to be
over 99.9% similar. There are also other potential discrepancies between
soybean genotyping datasets that complicate efforts to match accessions across
datasets. For instance, SRR2163293 had an expected accession named PI
518664 (97.65% identity), while its top match was named ‘Hutcheson’ (99.11%
identity) in the SNP-chip data. Both ‘PI 518664’ and ‘Hutcheson’ are present in
the SNP-chip data as separate genotypes and are clearly related but genetically
distinct with a difference of 1.46% identity with SRR2163293. However, in the
online GRIN database (not always consistent with the SoySNP50K Chip SGC
data file), there are no distinctions between these two, as there is only one entry
where ‘PI 518664’ is found to have the cultivar name ‘Hutcheson’.

Genotypes that appear mis-assigned in the resequencing compared to the
SNP-chip dataset
Genotype comparisons that had differences higher than 1.5% between the top
match and the expected accession were considered to be mis-assigned. Four of
106 expected genotypes were found to have 7-27% difference in genotype
identity between the resequenced and SNP-chip data of the same accession
name (Table 1, Category ‘Mis-assigned’). This included one of the two genotype
accessions in the resequencing dataset labeled as “PI 548402 (Peking),” as
discussed above. While it did have relatively high percent identity to PI 548402
(92.54%), it had the highest percent identity to PI 438497 (99.61%). Thus,
SRR2163294 (HN002) is likely to be ‘Peking’ PI 438497, and not PI 548402.
Given the 7% difference in genotype identity between the two ‘Peking” PIs being
much larger than the typical difference seen in the rest of the dataset with
similar/duplicate genotypes, the mis-assignment must be declared despite
sharing an accession name. The other three genotype comparisons had
expected accession identities of 66-76%, and differences of top and expected
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between 23-26%. Two of these, SRR2163320 and SRR2163343, had top
matches to other genotypes in the SNP-chip dataset at over 99% identity. Thus,
it appears these samples were mis-assigned an accession name, and the
matching name has been recovered through this analysis. The other genotype in
this category was SRR2163372, which had an expected accession identity of
66%, and a top match of 89%. While this accession also appears to be misassigned, due to the relatively low top match, it is likely that this accession is not
present in the SNP-chip dataset nor the GRIN database.

Genotypes that are not in the SNP-chip dataset
Five sample names from the resequencing dataset were from genotypes that are
not stored as accessions in the USDA SGC (Table 1, Category ‘No name and no
match found’). When the resequencing data were compared to the SNP-chip
genotype collection, the top identity matches were found between 86-88%. This
confirmed that these accessions are not present in the SNP-chip dataset or the
online GRIN database. This is not surprising as the accessions in this category
are breeding lines from separate breeding programs.

Discussion

Genotype identity pipeline
The goal of this study was to evaluate genotype identity between accessions in
two high-throughput genotyping datasets, and to identify their consistencies and
discrepancies. While few genomic samples have been investigated for genotype
identity within and across datasets (e.g., Michno and Stupar, 2018), the recent
high-throughput genotyping of thousands of soybean accessions around the
world both necessitates and allows for this analysis. For this study, all 20,087
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accessions of the USDA SGC genotyped by the SoySNP50K Chip and the 106
resequenced G. max and G. soja facilitated a more high-throughput analysis of
genotype identity on a large dataset scale. The pipeline developed in this study is
a method in which researchers can verify genotype identity within their dataset,
as well as compare genotype identity between multiple large datasets. These
verifications could be used to avoid, correct, and/or prevent improper usage of
germplasm that can lead to errors in soybean research and improvement.

Genotype identity analysis categories
The majority of the resequenced genotypes and their assigned names (expected
accession) were found to match with over 99% identity to a genotype in the SGC
(top accession). This verifies that these two genotypes are most likely accurate
depictions of their assigned name, as it is extraordinarily unlikely that two
different accessions would exhibit a genome-wide marker identity of over 99%.
However, many of the accessions within the resequencing data were likely first
acquired from the SGC, so if there was a naming error from the SGC, it would
have carried into the resequencing data. Moreover, there is known accession
duplication within the USDA SGC (Song et al., 2015), making it likely that some
resequenced accessions would exhibit near-perfect identity with multiple
genotypes on the SNP-chip. Therefore, we determined that a given accession
would be called unambiguously confirmed between the resequencing and SNPchip datasets whenever they shared the same name and exhibited over 99%
identity. However, we recognize the possibility that a resequenced genotype may
be almost 100% identical (i.e. duplicated) with another genotype in a genomic
sense, but may still carry mutations that cause phenotypic differences between
the perceived duplicates. In such cases, phenotypic verification of accession
identity may be helpful, whether it be from surveying phenotypic records from
GRIN or manual phenotyping.
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The second largest category of the resequenced genotypes were found to match
with 90-99% identity to an accession of the same name in the SGC. This also
indicates that these two genotypes are potentially accurate depictions of their
assigned name, but may raise some concern. This could be due to persisting bad
sequence calls or genetic contamination within stocks. Genetic heterogeneity
within accessions could also contribute to a less than perfect genotype identity
between matching accessions. This phenomenon was demonstrated by Haun et
al. (2011) in the reference soybean cultivar ‘Williams 82’. Though soybean is
inbred and accessions are generally considered homogenous, genetic
heterogeneity was also found to be present in at least 4% of accessions in a
collection-wide analysis of genetic heterogeneity by Mihelich et al., (unpublished)
across the 20,087 accessions of the SGC. Heterogeneity in the present study
may have caused some genotypes to show 90-99% rather than >99%. However,
most heterogeneous loci in these datasets would be represented as
heterozygous calls, as the datasets were both derived from pooled samples
(three individuals were sampled per SNP-chip accessions, while approximately
ten individuals were sampled per resequenced accession; see Mihelich et al.
(unpublished) and Gunvant Patil (personal communication). However, due to
increased rates of potentially mis-called bases (particularly in regions of low
sequence coverage), the heterozygous calls from the SNP-chip and the
resequencing data were removed from our identity analysis. Thus, the
polymorphic calls between the SNP-chip and resequencing datasets only include
homozygous states, which may be interpreted as heterogenous loci between the
individuals selected for the respective genotyping analysis.

Although the majority of the 106 resequenced accessions were found to match in
name and genotype with the SNP-chip data, four samples were determined to be
mis-assigned, where the resequenced genotype showed neither high nor top
identity to the accession of the same name in the SNP-chip data. Finding these
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potential discrepancies between datasets is important for preserving the integrity
of a given genotype. However, from these two datasets alone, it is not possible to
determine which accession name is the “true” genotype, as either in the SGC or
the resequenced dataset (or both) could contain an inaccurate name assignment.
This kind of mix-up or contamination could have happened upon genotyping, or
was already present in the stock upon sampling. The presence of these
discrepancies is important for those interested in ordering the specific accessions
for research and germplasm improvement as they may not receive the genotype
or trait desired. Fortunately, these discrepancies were relatively infrequent, so
such precautions are the exception rather than the rule for these outstanding
datasets.

Lastly, the genotype identity pipeline was also able to identify five accessions
that had no match between the SNP-chip and resequencing datasets, and were
thus likely not contained within the SGC. This result was expected, as the
resequenced genotypes had names that did not have a match in the SGC,
instead denoting breeding lines from separate breeding programs.

Genotype identity analysis as a soybean community resource
This high-throughput genotype identity pipeline could be used as a beneficial tool
for evaluating genotype identity and helping to amend and unify germplasm
across any of the released soybean genomic datasets and those yet to come. In
this study, all 20,087 accessions of the USDA SGC genotyped by the
SoySNP50K Chip of Song et al. (2015) were compared for genotype identity to
the 106 resequenced accessions of Valliyodan et al. (2016). Both datasets were
based on work performed within the United States and almost exclusively
involved accessions maintained by the SGC. Though genotypes were shown to
be relatively consistent across these two datasets, if ordering seed from the SGC
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stock center, validation of the seed as a genomic match to the SoySNP50K Chip
data may be a valuable additional step to verify that the intended genotype is in
fact being used for one’s research. This is particularly important for accessions
identified as mis-assigned in this study, and for accessions such as ‘Peking’
which were found to have many different genotype identities and nematode
resistance scores.

The analysis pipeline, as demonstrated by this study, could be used to compare
any resequenced soybean datasets to the SGC. Furthermore, the pipeline could
be used with any combination of high-throughput genotyping data as long as
SNP calls from the SoySNP50K positions can be extracted. This could include
datasets from other international collections, such as high-density SNP arrays
from Korea (Lee et al., 2015) and China (Wang et al., 2016), or resequencing
datasets from China (Lam et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2015), Korea (Chung et al.,
2014), Brazil (Maldonado dos Santos et al., 2016; Contreras-Soto et al., 2017),
the United States (Wickland et al., 2017), and Canada (Torkamaneh et al., 2018).
With rapidly decreasing sequencing costs, inevitably many more soybean
genotyping datasets will soon become available. Future high-throughput
genotyping efforts could also benefit from this pipeline. With the continual
advancement of genomic resources and international cooperation, tools such as
the one developed in this study can play an important role in preserving the
integrity of germplasm and ultimate accuracy and efficiency of soybean
improvement to meet the demands of our growing world.
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Methods
Whole genome resequencing variant calling pipeline
The resequencing dataset used for this analysis was from the Valliyodan et al.
(2016) resequencing of 106 soybean genomes, including wild G. soja, G. max
landraces, and elite accessions. These whole genome accessions were pairedend reads using the Illumina platform. All data processing was run through the
Minnesota Supercomputing Institute Mesabi HP Linux distributed cluster either
directly on the command line or with PBS queuing.

Existing resequencing data was acquired from the NCBI Sequence Read Archive
SRP062245 in SRA file format. The program fastq-dump from sratoolkit 2.8.2
was used to convert the SRA files into FASTQ format. The option --split-files was
used to separate paired-end forward and reverse reads into two different files.

Quality control, indexing, and alignment were performed using the custom script
Fastq2ReadMap developed by Jean-Michel Michno
(https://github.com/MeeshCompBio/Soybean_Scripts/blob/master/Fastq2Readm
apGmaxV2.sh). Some of the program options were written to enable
parallelization. Quality control of the raw sequencing data was initially conducted
using FastQC 0.11.5, with parameters including sequence quality, sequence
content, GC content, N content, overrepresented sequences, etc. The -f fastq
option was used to bypass the default sequence file format recognition and to
use the FASTQ format.

Cutadapt 1.8.1 was then used to eliminate any standard Illumina adapter
sequences that remained on reads. The -b option was used for both specified
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adapter sequence to be trimmed on the 5’ or 3’ end, while the -f option indicated
the file format. Option -m specified a minimum usable read length, which was 40
bp for this pipeline. The -q option trimmed low quality bases from the 3’ end. The
--quality-base option specified which Phred score notation is needed for the input
file. Option -o specified and output file for the sequences that have been cut, and
a log of the cutting and filtering was written to a log file. The output files were
then run with FastQC again to confirm the removal of adapter sequences and
assess any quality changes.

The Burrows-Wheeler Aligner 0.7.12_gcc-4.9.2_haswell was used to index and
align the reads to the Glycine max ‘Williams 82’ assembly 2 reference genome
(Li and Durbin, 2009). The alignments were queried with the BWA-MEM
algorithm which included the following options: -t to specify the number of
threads, -w to specify the maximum gap length (bandwidth) (used default), -M to
mark shorter split hits as secondary, and -R for the mismatch penalty.

The resulting alignment in SAM format was piped into Samtools 1.6 to make a
compressed BAM file using Samtools view and the following options: -b to
indicate bam output, -S to indicate sam input, and -q to only include reads
greater than or equal to a certain mapping quality. Samtools sort was then used
to sort and index the BAM file. Option -@ set the amount of threads for sorting
and compressing, -m set the maximum memory per thread, -T to add name
prefixes to temporary files, and -o to name the output. The resulting coordinatesorted BAM file was then indexed using Samtools index.

For variant detection, the variant caller Platypus was used to genotype the list of
known alleles from the SoySNP50K data for all the aligned whole genome
resequenced accessions (Rimmer et al., 2014) using the Glycine max ‘Williams
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82’ assembly 2 reference genome. The GNU Compiler Collection 4.7.2, Python
2.7.12_anaconda4.1.1, and Samtools 1.3_gcc-4.9.2_haswell were used to run
Platypus. Default values for Platypus were used for each “Genotyping a list of
known alleles” Platypus callVariants option except --maxReads of 100,000,000 to
accommodate that variants were called on 106 genomes at once. After variant
calling, the VCF file was filtered for read depths between 5-60 using Bcftools 1.2
vcfutils.pl varFilter options -d 5 and -D 60. The resulting file was then parsed so
only the allelic state information remained of the variant call results using the
custom script ParseAllelicState developed by Jean-Michel Michno
(https://github.com/MeeshCompBio/Basic_MSI_Utilities/blob/master/ParseAllelic
StatefromVCF.py). Any SNPs that were not assigned a chromosome including
scaffolds and mitochondrial DNA markers were also filtered out.

Genotype identity analysis
The SoySNP50K ‘Williams 82’ assembly 2 (Wm82.a2) VCF data (Song et al.,
2013; Song et al., 2015) was downloaded from SoyBase (http://soybase.org)
(Grant et al., 2010). Bedtools 2.25.0 was then used to find the overlap between
the SoySNP50K and the WGS variant calls after quality, coverage filtering, and
non-chromosomal SNP removal. The resulting filtered SoySNP50K data was
then sorted by corresponding SRR number from the WGS data and compared to
confirm matching SNP positions between the two datasets. Reference and
alternate alleles were also compared, and any SNPs with non-matching
reference alleles were removed. Non-matching reference alleles between the
datasets are a result of errors in proper SNP conversion from the SoySNP50K
data between assembly 1 and assembly 2 of the Williams 82 reference genome.

After final confirmation of matching SNP information between SoySNP50K and
WGS data, any heterozygous SNP calls or SNP markers with missing SNP
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information were converted to NA. This was done because heterozygous calls
are often overcalled in Illumina WGS and the USDA SGC is known to contain
heterogeneity from pooling of multiple individuals. Moreover, the resulting
number of SNPs for analysis after filtering was over 38,000, which was more
than enough SNPs to give an accurate depiction of genotype identity despite
some missing data, as shown by previous works who used less than 1,000
polymorphic SNPs (e.g., Michno & Stupar, 2018).

The 106 resequenced genomes and the 20,087 accessions from the SGC were
then analyzed for genotype identity on a pairwise all-by-all basis with RStudio
1.1.414 using a custom script. Matches at each homozygous marker position
were counted and divided by total homozygous markers for each pair of
corresponding genotypes to determine the percent genotype identity.

The distribution of mismatched homozygous SNPs across the resequenced
sample compared to the expected and top match (often the same accession)
were plotted throughout the genome using Phenogram (Wolfe et al., 2013).
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Tables
Table 1.1 Summary of heterogeneous accession screening and heterogeneous interval detection by different
chromosome filter.
No. of chromosomes
detected by accession
screening

No. of heterogeneous
accessions passed
screening

No. of screened
accessions with intervals
detected

No. of accessions that
passed screening but did
not have intervals

Mean intervals detected
per accession

Median intervals
detected per accession

One Chromosome

448

442

6

4.3

3

Two Chromosomes

187

187

0

8.3

6

Three Chromosomes

250

241

9

14.3

12

Total

885

870

15

8.0

5
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Table 1.2 Heterogeneous interval detection by germplasm class.

Germplasm Class*

Total Accessions in SGC

No. of accessions
with heterogeneity
detected (% SGC)

Total no. of intervals
detected

Mean no. of
intervals detected
per accession

Median no. of
intervals detected
per accession

G. soja

1,178

7 (0.6%)

147

21.0

21

Landrace

5,396

278 (5.2%)

2,372

8.5

5

North American Cultivar

562

27 (4.8%)

164

5.9

3

Unclassified G. max

12,951

558 (4.3%)

4,242

7.6

5

Total

20,087

870 (4.3%)

6,925

8.0

5

*G. soja is an interfertile wild relative of G. max. Landrace and North American cultivars were identified from Song et al. (2015). Unclassified G. max denotes any G. max
that were not identified as Landrace or North American cultivar by Song et al. (2015).
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Table 1.3 Number of SNPs detected within heterogeneous intervals by each germplasm class.

Germplasm Class

Mean no. SNPs per
interval

Median no. SNPs per
interval

Mean no. SNPs per
accession

Median no. SNPs per
accession

G. soja

71

40

1,499

1,489

Landrace

60

38

515

273

North American Cultivar

70

53

427

221

Unclassified G. max

67

41

510

287

All classes combined

65

40

517

284
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Table 1.4 Length of DNA (kb) detected within heterogeneous intervals by each germplasm class.
Germplasm Class

Mean kb per interval*

Median kb per interval*

Mean kb per accession*

Median kb per
accession*

G. soja

1,409

585

29,585

32,111

Landrace

1,159

500

9,891

4,153

North American Cultivar

1,270

555

7,713

2,289

Unclassified G. max

1,372

560

10,432

4,904

All classes combined

1,298

532

10,329

4,519

*Genomic Intervals were determined based on base pairs spanning a detected interval using the physical genomic positions associated with the
start and stop of the SoySNP50K Chip markers.
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Table 2.1 List of all expected accessions and top matches from the USDA SGC
Valliyodan
SRR

Valliyodan
Sample Name
(Expected)

%ID
Expected

SoySNP50K
Top Match

%ID Top
match

Difference
TopExpected

Category

SRR2163357

PI 547862

99.75%

PI 547862

99.75%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163355

PI 518751

99.64%

PI 518751

99.64%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163345

PI 437169B

99.63%

PI 437169B

99.63%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163365

PI 561271

99.62%

PI 561271

99.62%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163392

PI 658519

99.62%

PI 658519

99.62%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163377

PI 567731

99.62%

PI 567731

99.62%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163335

PI 398614

99.61%

PI 398614

99.61%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163334

PI 398610

99.60%

PI 398610

99.60%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163350

PI 464920B

99.60%

PI 464920B

99.60%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163333

PI 398595

99.60%

PI 398595

99.60%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163332

PI 398593

99.59%

PI 398593

99.59%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163298

PI 407788A

99.59%

PI 407788A

99.59%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163316

PI 548316

99.59%

PI 548316

99.59%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163309

PI 437725

99.59%

PI 437725

99.59%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163315

PI 424608A

99.59%

PI 424608A

99.59%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163361

PI 548511

99.59%

PI 548511

99.59%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163369

PI 567354

99.58%

PI 567354

99.58%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163325

PI 087617

99.58%

PI 087617

99.58%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163376

PI 567719

99.58%

PI 567719

99.58%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163340

PI 408105A

99.58%

PI 408105A

99.58%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163386

PI 603175

99.58%

PI 603175

99.58%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163352

PI 471938

99.58%

PI 471938

99.58%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163341

PI 416937

99.58%

PI 416937

99.58%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163313

PI 209332

99.58%

PI 209332

99.58%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163346

PI 437679

99.58%

PI 437679

99.58%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163303

PI 507354

99.57%

PI 507354

99.57%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163398

PI 417015

99.57%

PI 417015

99.57%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163358

PI 548317

99.57%

PI 548317

99.57%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163327

PI 196175

99.57%

PI 196175

99.57%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163308

PI 567387

99.57%

PI 567387

99.57%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163306

PI 548667

99.57%

PI 548667

99.57%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163396

PI 438471

99.57%

PI 438471

99.57%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163387

PI 603176A

99.56%

PI 603176A

99.56%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163362

PI 548657

99.56%

PI 548657

99.56%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163312

PI 088788

99.56%

PI 088788

99.56%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163299

PI 424298

99.56%

PI 424298

99.56%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163304

PI 567305

99.56%

PI 567305

99.56%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163389

PI 605869A

99.56%

PI 605869A

99.56%

0

Match > 99%
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SRR2163326

PI 087631-1

99.56%

PI 087631-1

99.56%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163360

PI 548415

99.56%

PI 548415

99.56%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163338

PI 407729

99.56%

PI 407729

99.56%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163388

PI 603497

99.56%

PI 603497

99.56%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163339

PI 407965

99.55%

PI 407965

99.55%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163395

FC 31721

99.55%

FC 31721

99.55%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163359

PI 548349

99.55%

PI 548349

99.55%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163301

PI 495017C

99.55%

PI 495017C

99.55%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163328

PI 200508

99.55%

PI 200508

99.55%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163371

PI 567383

99.54%

PI 567383

99.54%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163318

PI 612611

99.54%

PI 612611

99.54%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163375

PI 567690

99.54%

PI 567690

99.54%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163310

PI 437690

99.54%

PI 437690

99.54%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163367

PI 567336B

99.53%

PI 567336B

99.53%

0

Match > 99%
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PI 567516C

99.52%

PI 567516C

99.52%

0

Match > 99%
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99.52%

PI 475783B

99.52%

0

Match > 99%
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PI 090763

99.52%
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0

Match > 99%
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PI 567343

99.52%
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0

Match > 99%
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PI 404198B

99.52%

PI 404198B

99.52%

0

Match > 99%
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99.51%

PI 424078

99.51%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163351

PI 467312

99.51%

PI 467312

99.51%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163300

PI 437655

99.51%

PI 437655

99.51%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163354

PI 483463

99.50%

PI 483463

99.50%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163344

PI 424088

99.50%

PI 424088

99.50%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163363

PI 549031

99.49%

PI 549031

99.49%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163295

PI 089772

99.49%

PI 089772

99.49%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163307

PI 437654

99.49%

PI 437654

99.49%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163323

PI 079691-4

99.43%

PI 079691-4

99.43%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163382

PI 594599

99.38%

PI 594599

99.38%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163366

PI 567230

99.35%

PI 567230

99.35%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163337

PI 407184

99.13%

PI 407184

99.13%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163311

PI 548402a

99.55%

PI 548402

99.55%

0

Match > 99%

SRR2163374

PI 567651

99.60%

PI 567730

99.60%

< 0.01%

Match > 99%

SRR2163385

PI 603170

99.58%

PI 424258

99.58%

< 0.01%

Match > 99%

SRR2163380

PI 594012

99.56%

PI 64698

99.57%

< 0.01%

Match > 99%

SRR2163297

PI 404166

99.53%

PI 404167

99.54%

0.01%

Match > 99%

SRR2163331

PI 378702

99.51%

PI 378701A

99.52%

0.01%

Match > 99%

SRR2163302

PI 468915

99.55%

PI 464910

99.56%

0.01%

Match > 99%

SRR2163381

PI 594512A

99.57%

PI 594511B

99.59%

0.01%

Match > 99%

SRR2163370

PI 567357

99.58%

PI 567363B

99.59%

0.02%

Match > 99%

SRR2163397

PI 417091

99.50%

PI 416762

99.51%

0.02%

Match > 99%

SRR2163347

PI 437863A

99.56%

PI 603362

99.62%

0.05%

Match > 99%

SRR2163373

PI 567611

99.52%

PI 567675

99.61%

0.09%

Match > 99%
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SRR2163336

PI 407162

99.33%

PI 366122

99.54%

0.21%

Match > 99%

SRR2163384

PI 603154

99.19%

PI 603161

99.58%

0.39%

Match > 99%

SRR2163324

PI 086006

98.86%

PI 086006

98.86%

0

Match 90-99%

SRR2163379

PI 593258

98.67%

PI 593258

98.67%

0

Match 90-99%

SRR2163390

PI 639740

98.53%

PI 639740

98.53%

0

Match 90-99%

SRR2163391

PI 647086

98.50%

PI 647086

98.50%

0

Match 90-99%

SRR2163364

PI 552538

98.07%

PI 552538

98.07%

0

Match 90-99%

SRR2163322

PI 598124

97.98%

PI 598124

97.98%

0

Match 90-99%

SRR2163349

PI 458515

97.94%

PI 458515

97.94%

0

Match 90-99%

SRR2163330

PI 366121

97.31%

PI 366121

97.31%

0

Match 90-99%

SRR2163383

PI 597387

96.79%

PI 597387

96.79%

0

Match 90-99%

SRR2163348

PI 438258

91.72%

PI 438258

91.72%

0

Match 90-99%

SRR2163329

PI 248515

98.99%

PI 417430

99.04%

0.05%

Match 90-99%

SRR2163356

PI 542044

98.72%

PI 591537

99.02%

0.31%

Match 90-99%

SRR2163378

PI 591539

98.70%

PI 547872

99.01%

0.31%

Match 90-99%

SRR2163293

PI 518664

97.65%

Hutcheson

99.11%

1.46%

Match 90-99%

SRR2163294

PI 548402 (Peking)

92.54%

PI 438497

99.61%

7.06%

Mis-assigned

SRR2163320

PI 548488 (S-100)

76.12%

PI 572239

99.57%

23.45%

Mis-assigned

SRR2163372

PI 567519

65.81%

PI 597387

89.32%

23.51%

Mis-assigned

SRR2163343

PI 424079

73.30%

PI 424044

99.48%

26.19%

SRR2163393

S07-5049

NA

Wooster

88.18%

NA

SRR2163305

S05-11482

NA

PI 654356

87.76%

NA

SRR2163321

IA3023

NA

HS5N3417A

87.71%

NA

SRR2163394

V71-370

NA

PI 548552

87.22%

NA

SRR2163319

S10-11227

NA

PI 654356

86.35%

NA

Mis-assigned
No name and no
match found
No name and no
match found
No name and no
match found
No name and no
match found
No name and no
match found
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Figures
A

B

C

Figure 1.1 Concept for heterogeneity detection. Intracultivar variation was demonstrated in the soybean reference cultivar,
‘Williams 82’ (Wm82), by Haun et al. (2011) through Infinium SNP genotyping of (A) an individual maintained at the USDAARS Soybean Germplasm Collection (SGC) and (B) an individual maintained at Iowa State University (ISU). Note: (A) and
(B) were adapted from Haun et al. (2011) with author permission. Blue dots represent SNP positions from the ‘Williams’
parent genotype, while red dots indicate SNP positions from the ‘Kingwa’ parent genotype. Green boxes indicate a
corresponding interval on chromosome 3, which is represented and simplified in the theoretical example in (C). If a mixture
of plant material from 3 individuals (in this case, two SGC and one ISU) were pooled and genotyped on the SoySNP50K
Chip, SNP calls that differ across SGC and ISU will be polymorphic and thus will show up as clusters of heterozygous calls.
Clustered heterozygous SNP calls can therefore be used to indicate heterogeneous regions within an accession.
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A

B

No heterogeneity: no het calls

No heterogeneity: too many het calls or contamination

C

Heterogeneity: single region

D

Heterogeneity: multiple regions

Figure 1.2 Examples of heterogeneity patterns. White bars outlined in blue represent each chromosome of the soybean
genome with approximate length in megabases (Mb). Horizontal blue bars within each chromosome represent approximate
centromeric region. Red bars indicate occurrences or clusters of heterozygous regions within a chromosome. (A) Accession
detected as not heterogenous due to no heterozygous call rates. (B) Accession detected as not heterogenous due to no
disproportionate chromosomal distribution of heterozygous calls. (C) Accession detected with one region of heterogeneity.
(D) Accession detected with multiple regions of heterogeneity.
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A

Heterozygous SNPs per 21-SNP sliding window

1 interval: PI 612712

B

Heterozygous SNPs per 21-SNP sliding window

17 intervals: PI 458181

Heterozygous SNPs per 21-SNP sliding window

C

Figure 1.3 Examples of accessions with detected intervals of heterogeneity. (A) represents PI 612712, an accession of
unclassified G. max with one chromosome detected in heterogeneous accession screening as well as one interval detected
on the chromosome in heterogeneous interval detection. (B) represents PI 458181, a landrace with three chromosomes
detected in heterogeneous accession screening and seventeen intervals detected on seven different chromosomes in
heterogeneous interval detection. (C) represents chromosome 19 of PI 458181, which was magnified to show the seven
intervals detected on one chromosome. White bars represent each chromosome of the soybean genome with approximate
length in megabases (Mb). Blue bars on each chromosome represent the approximate centromeric region. Red bars indicate
occurrences or clusters of heterozygous intervals within a chromosome. Gray dots represent 21-SNP sliding windows
throughout the 42,080 SNPs of the genome used to coarsely detect clusters of heterozygous calls for each accession.
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Figure 1.4 Histograms of heterogeneous interval detection. (A) Distribution of heterogeneous intervals detected per
accession. 870 accessions had a total of 6,925 intervals detected. Green line represents the median number of intervals
>
detected per accession of 5. (B) Distribution of detected heterogeneous genomic interval size. Genomic Intervals were
determined based off base pairs spanning a detected interval using the physical genomic positions associated with the start
and stop of the 42,080 SoySNP50K Chip markers. Blue line represents the median genomic interval size of 532 kilobases
(kb).
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Figure 1.5 Coverage of detected heterogeneous intervals. (A) Shows the distribution of detected heterogeneous intervals
across chromosome 08. Each red bar represents the physical position of an interval with respect to the G. max reference
genome ‘Williams 82’ Assembly 2 SoySNP50K Chip positions. White regions denote approximate euchromatic regions.
Gray shaded regions denote heterochromatic regions from Song et al. (2016). (B) Shows the distribution of depth of
coverage by detected heterogeneous intervals across the soybean genome. (C) Shows the distribution of depth of coverage
of gene models by heterogeneous intervals across the soybean genome.
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Figure 1.6 Heterogeneous intervals of the soybean genome. Each panel represents one of the 20 G. max/soja
chromosomes. Each red bar represents the physical position of an interval with respect to the G. max reference genome
‘Williams 82’ Assembly 2 SoySNP50K Chip positions. White regions denote approximate euchromatic regions, and gray
shaded regions denote heterochromatic regions from Song et al. (2016).
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Detected Heterogeneous Intervals

Figure 1.7 Heterogeneous interval detection for narrow leaf
(Ln) trait mapping. A locus for the cloned Ln gene
(Glyma.20g116200) for leaf shape and seed pod number
was detected in a GWAS for narrow leaf on chromosome
20 (Virdi et al., in preparation). Heterogeneous intervals that
overlapped with the GWAS interval were isolated to find
accessions that could be utilized to map the trait. (A) shows
all the heterogeneous intervals detected on chromosome
20. Each red bar represents the physical position of a
detected interval with respect to the G. max reference
genome ‘Williams’ 82 Assembly 2 SoySNP50K Chip
positions. White regions denote approximate euchromatic
regions, and gray shaded regions denote heterochromatic
regions from Song et al. (2016). The black box indicates the
area approximately 34-39 Mb that was magnified in (B) to
show all heterogeneous intervals that overlap with the leaf
shape GWAS locus. Yellow bars indicate the leaf shape
GWAS locus, and black bars indicate the location of the
cloned Ln gene from Jeong et al. (2012). Blue bars indicate
the heterogeneous intervals that overlap with the cloned Ln
gene, and the corresponding names of accessions (PI) that
could be used to rapidly detect this trait. (C) shows all
heterogeneous intervals that overlap with the Ln gene (i.e.,
blue bars).
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Detected Heterogeneous Intervals

Figure 1.8 Heterogeneous interval detection for
seed protein trait mapping. Quantitative trait loci
for seed protein were detected in three GWA
studies on chromosome 20 (Bolon et al., 2010,
Hwang et al., 2014, Vaughn et al., 2014).
Heterogeneous intervals that overlapped with
the GWAS intervals were isolated to find
accessions that could be utilized to map the trait.
(A) shows all the heterogeneous intervals
detected on chromosome 20. Each red bar
represents the physical position of a detected
interval with respect to the G. max reference
genome ‘Williams 82' Assembly 2 SoySNP50K
Chip
positions. White
regions
denote
approximate euchromatic regions, and gray
shaded regions denote heterochromatic regions
from Song et al. (2016). The black box indicates
the area approximately 23-35 Mb that was
magnified in (B) to show all heterogeneous
intervals that overlap with the seed protein
GWAS loci. Yellow bars indicate the seed
protein GWAS loci from Bolon et al. (2010),
Hwang et al. (2014), and Vaughn et al. (2014).
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Figure 1.9 Examples of near isogenic sub-line generation from SGC accessions. Individuals from accessions with
heterogeneity originated from a heterozygous progenitor that was selfed and bulk harvested repeatedly, resulting in sublines within a single accession. Sub-lines that are near-isogenic can be identified as pairs and used as near-isogenic lines
(NILs). Example outcomes of sub-lines are shown for (A) one, (B) two, and (C) three heterogeneous regions if no
recombination occurs. As the number of heterogeneous regions increases, the number of potential sub-line genotypes
increases exponentially. Bars represent soybean chromosomes, with blue denoting regions of the predominant haplotype,
and red denoting regions of an alternative haplotype. The dashed arrows, crosses, and ellipses represent repeated selfing
and bulk harvesting. Each solid double-headed arrow represents one NIL pair.
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Resistant
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Susceptible
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PI438496A
PI438496B

Moderately Resistant

Susceptible
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Figure 2.1 Genotype identity and nematode resistance comparison between ‘Peking’ accessions. (A) Genotype identity
comparison of all accessions labeled ‘Peking’ in resequencing Valliyodan et al. (2016) (indicated by yellow bar) and
SoySNP50K Chip genotyping from Song et al. (2015) (indicated by blue bar). ‘Williams 82’ from the SoySNP50K Chip was
also included as a negative control and comparison to the reference genome. Bolded values indicate top genotype identity
values for Valliyodan et al. (2016) ‘Peking’ samples. (B) Nematode resistance (including different soybean cyst nematode
races) phenotypic score comparison of accessions labeled ‘Peking’ were also extracted from the online U.S. National
Germplasm System Germplasm Resources Information Network.
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Figure 2.2 Distribution of all-by-all genotype identity comparisons between resequencing and SoySNP50K Chip datasets.
(A) 106 resequenced soybean accessions from Valliyodan et al. (2016) and 20,087 accessions from Song et al. (2015)
were each evaluated in a pairwise comparison for genotype identity. Red box indicates magnified area (B) where genotype
identity comparisons were over 90%.
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Figure 2.3 Percentage of each category identified between resequencing and SoySNP50K Chip data.
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Figure 2.4 Distribution of mismatched homozygous SNPs across (blue) the WGS genome SRR2163329 and (A) its expected
accession from the SoySNP50K Chip PI 248515 and (B) its top match from the SoySNP50K Chip PI 417430.
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Figure 2.5 Distribution of mismatched homozygous SNPs across (blue) the WGS genome SRR2163324 and its expected
and top accession from the SoySNP50K Chip PI 086006.
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Figure 2.6 Distribution of mismatched homozygous SNPs across (blue) the WGS genome SRR2163329 and (A) its expected
accession from the SoySNP50K Chip PI 248515 and (B) its top match from the SoySNP50K Chip PI 417430.
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Figure 2.7 Distribution of mismatched homozygous SNPs across (blue) the WGS genome SRR2163378 and (A) its expected
accession from the SoySNP50K Chip PI 591539 and (B) its top match from the SoySNP50K Chip PI 547872.
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Figure 2.8 Distribution of mismatched homozygous SNPs across (blue) the WGS genome SRR2163379 and its expected
and top accession from the SoySNP50K Chip PI 593258.
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Figure 2.9 Distribution of mismatched homozygous SNPs across (blue) the WGS genome SRR2163390 and its expected
and top accession from the SoySNP50K Chip PI 639740.
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Figure 2.10 Distribution of mismatched homozygous SNPs across (blue) the WGS genome SRR2163391 and its expected
and top accession from the SoySNP50K Chip PI 647086.
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Figure 2.11 Distribution of mismatched homozygous SNPs across (blue) the WGS genome SRR2163364 and its
expected and top accession from the SoySNP50K Chip PI 552538.
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Figure 2.12 Distribution of mismatched homozygous SNPs across (blue) the WGS genome SRR2163322 and its
expected and top accession from the SoySNP50K Chip PI 598124.
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Figure 2.13 Distribution of mismatched homozygous SNPs across (blue) the WGS genome SRR2163349 and its
expected and top accession from the SoySNP50K Chip PI 458515.
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Figure 2.14 Distribution of mismatched homozygous SNPs across (blue) the WGS genome SRR2163293 and (A) its
expected accession from the SoySNP50K Chip PI 518664 and (B) its top match from the SoySNP50K Chip Hutcheson.
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Figure 2.15 Distribution of mismatched homozygous SNPs across (blue) the WGS genome SRR2163330 and its
expected and top accession from the SoySNP50K Chip PI 366121.
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Figure 2.16 Distribution of mismatched homozygous SNPs across (blue) the WGS genome SRR2163383 and its
expected and top accession from the SoySNP50K Chip PI 597387.

80

Figure 2.17 Distribution of mismatched homozygous SNPs across (blue) the WGS genome SRR2163348 and its
expected and top accession from the SoySNP50K Chip PI 438258.
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Figure 2.18 Flowchart for genotype identity analysis.
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